Den Meeting 4

Wolf Den Meeting 4
Keep Your Body Healthy and Bowling Field Trip
Achievement 3. Elective 20g. Bowling Belt Loop (completion).

Preparation and Materials Needed

Confirm arrangements for Den Meeting 4’s trip to the bowling lanes (or other location) are in
place, transportation plans are made, etc.
For Den Meeting 6, make arrangements for a field trip to your local fire station or another
important place in your community, such as a historic or government location, so find a location
that is important and interesting, as well as convenient, for your den to visit.
Request permission to use a meeting room at the fire station or other important place for snacks
and to complete additional requirements while at the location.
Materials checklist (add to your den Cub tub of U.S./den flags, paper/pencils, other supplies):
n
Bring stick-on bandages for the boys to use on a “pretend” cut finger. And a red marker.
n
(Optional fun) Roll-on cotton gauze and medical tape, plus some red dye.
n
Belt loops for Bowling (or the sport you pick) to provide “immediate recognition” for each boy.
Make arrangements with a bowling alley to bring your den.
n
Provide bowling alley staff with a copy of the Bowling belt loop requirements (see below).
n
Arrange transportation to the bowling alley.
Alternate sport: Try to do bowling if possible. If not, do another sports belt loop.

Before the Meeting

Make final preparations with assistance from any assistant den leader or other parent helper, den
chief, and/or denner. Organize the space (seating, flags, advancement charts, activity materials,
handouts, etc.). If you’re snacking, organize space for that and the cleanup.

Gathering

Have a gathering activity (games, puzzles, other) that will keep Scouts interested and busy, and
that others may join as they arrive. If the den desires, serve a healthy snack during this time.
Collect dues, record attendance and any advancement completed at home (a good job for an
assistant den leader). Assign parents to meeting roles and hand out a meeting plan to each.

Opening

Conduct a flag ceremony, indoor (Achievement 2b) or outdoor (Achievement 2f).
Options include:
n
Gather in a line, circle, or square: Pledge of Allegiance; have the Scout leading the
ceremony tell what the Pledge means (Achievement 2a); Cub Scout Promise or Law of the
Pack; lead patriotic song.
n
Rotate leadership of flag ceremonies so each boy has a turn at every role (Achievement 2b).

Business Items

Verify: Achievement 3a—completed healthy habits chart.
Do a general review of rules of courtesy and safety for bowling; cover specific rules for the field trip.
Use this time to discuss participation in coming pack meetings or events, as needed.

Activities

Elective 20g: Go bowling. The Bowling belt loop can be earned. Requirements are:
1. Explain to your leader or adult partner the rules of courtesy and safety for bowling.
2. Show how to pick out a ball of proper weight and with finger holes that fit your hand.
3. Play a complete game with your family or den.
• Use the down time between throws to have each boy explain to the den leader or adult
the rules of courtesy and safety for bowling.
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Achievements 3b (“Tell four ways to stop the spread of colds.”) Complete these while the boys
are awaiting their turn at bowling, or while taking a break from another sport. Give each boy the
opportunity to explain to the den leader or parent helper four ways to stop the spread of colds: Stay
away from others if you have a cold or flu; get lots of rest, drink liquids; turn away when sneezing
(use a handkerchief, use your elbow); wash your hands often, and always after you sneeze.
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Achievement 3c: (“Show what to do for a small cut on your finger.”):
1. Tell a grown-up. If it is a big cut, get help fast.
2. Let it bleed out a little (to clear dirt and germs).
3. Wash with soap and water.
4. Put on a stick-on bandage.
Let each boy demonstrate to the den leader or a parent helper how to use a stick-on bandage
on a pretend cut.
Use the red marker to make a “cut” on a finger. Make it small enough to fit under the
bandage and to obviously be a “small cut,” probably less than a half-inch long.
Then go through the steps above. The red marker makes a big difference. The kids are pretty
serious and careful about their “cut.”

Want More Fun Activities?

Note: For maximum fun, as the bowling ends, in addition to the Band-Aids, put larger
bandages on the boys, using the roll on cotton gauze and medical tape, then add red
dye. Be sure to prep the boys to be brave when they are picked up by the parents! But
make sure they quickly explain that the bandages are just for practice and that their kids
weren’t injured!

Closing

Award (or recognize) any advancement completed at this meeting; thank hosts, guests, and helpers.
n
Award the belt loop in a manner customary to your pack (ask your Cubmaster if you are
unsure). Some packs explain to boys that they will receive their Bowling belt loop at the
next pack meeting, others give it as immediate recognition and still recognize them at the
pack meeting.
Closing ceremony: Retire the colors (fold and return the flag) or have a den leader’s m
 inute with
a Living Circle, or the Law of the Pack and den yell (or other ceremony).
Hand out or send family information letter.

After the Meeting

If you’ve changed the sequence of den meetings, double-check to make sure you will still
advance your boys appropriately and check with the Cubmaster to make sure you stay
coordinated with the pack.
Refreshments: If appropriate
Cleanup: Recruit enough help to do a good job. Scouts always leave an area as clean, or cleaner,
than they found it.
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